
The hob that anyone can install!
The pre-mounted springs and brackets on this hob make it child’s play to 
install. Simply move it into the cut-out space, and it settles itself firmly into 
place!

The less-housework hob!
The smooth ceramic glass surface of this hob makes for less housework, and 
more fun! All it takes is a few wipes to leave it sparkling clean.

Pans large or small – the dual zone can handle 
both!
You can use different sizes of pans on this hob’s smart 
dual zone. It efficiently heats standard-sized pans but 
can also easily handle larger ones.

The hob that lets you know it’s still hot!
The residual heat indicator on this hob reduces the 
chance of accidental burns in the kitchen. It lets you 
see at a glance if the burner is still hot.

Why have two control panels, when just one will make life easier?
This hob is controlled via the panel on the oven – it couldn't be more 
convenient. There's only one place to look at, whether you want to adjust the 
oven or the hob.

Gives you some of the quickest results possible!
The ceramic cooking zones on this hob heat far more rapidly than solid hot 
plates, enabling you to boil water and cook meals even faster. 

Product Benefits & Features

• Hob without controls, for combination with oven or separate control panel
• Fast heating hilight cooking zones
• Number cooking zones
• Frame type: Standard Frame, Stainless Steel
• BI-Oven Control
• Residual heating indicator: 4
• Ceramic glass colour: Black
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Installation Normal BI
Product Number Code 949 595 544
EAN 7332543170364
Built in height mm 38
Width mm 576
Depth mm 506
Width cutting 560
Depth cutting 490
Frame Colour - colour of the frame Stainless Steel
Hob type Ceramic Glass
Type of plug No
Total electricity loading 6400
Left front - Power/Diameter 750/2200W/120/210mm
Rear - Power/Diameter 1200W/145mm
Right front - Power/Diameter 1200W/145mm
Right rear - Power/Diameter 1800W/180mm
Voltage 220-240
Weight gross cleaner and accessories 
with packaging 7.72

Weight net cleaner and accessories 
no packaging 6.76

Package heigth 118
Package width 678
Package depth 600
Weight package Corrugated 
Cardboard 640

Weight package Paper/Carton 0
Weight package Wood 0
Weight package PE 0
Weight package PP 5
Weight package Polystyrene 
(EPS/EPP) 215

Weight package PU 0
Weight package Iron 0
Weight package Rubber 0
Country of origin DE
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